
DO YOU HAVE A BAKERY OR 
PASTRY PROJECT?

Make the difference and  
Test the experience of a global and 

personalized French solution.

FOODTECH ALLIANCE is the association of 5 equipment manufacturers 
and partners who bring together their complementary expertise to 
imagine and conceive together a customized solution for your project.

The proposed solutions are turnkey, innovative, profitable and 
adapted to all production volumes.

Ingredients and equipment are adapted to follow your recipes from 
the beginning to the ending process.

Turnkey 
solutions

Equipment Consulting  
Training

Ingredients & 
Recipes

MADE IN
F R A N C E

Z.I de la Turbanière Brécé - 35530 Brécé - FRANCE 
infos@foodtech-alliance.com     www.foodtech-alliance.com



A GLOBAL AND PERSONALIZED FRENCH SOLUTION

MÉRAND designs automatic machines and lines for the 
mechanization of bread doughs around the world. The respect 
of dough is an essential criterion from the project conception 
stage. Mérand offers a very wide range of machines and solutions 
for dough processing (dividing, rounding, moulding, resting). 
The proposed solutions are versatile, scalable and adapted to 
your current and future needs.
 
HUBERT CLOIX has been designing, manufacturing and 
marketing ergonomic and hard machines for pastry, ice cream 
making, chocolate factory, hotel-restaurant, etc. Pastocooker 
for cooking creams and sweet and savory preparations to the 
ice cream maker and the multi-function pastry-catering. 

The Maé team designs silicone moulds, baking and freezing 
trays with non-stick coating as standard and tailor-made Thanks 
to a dedicated organization, 3D CAD and prototypes, Maé can 
offer you customized supports and moulds in a short time.

Engaged in a process of continuous innovation, HENGEL designs 
and manufactures equipment for deep-freezing, blast chilling, 
cold storage and retarder proving. Standard or customized, it 
offers equipment adapted to all production volumes.

GUYON, manufacturer of ovens, rotary ovens, and ventilated 
ovens has adapted high technology to ancestral working 
methods while respecting nature. The baking ovens are reliable, 
precise and economical thanks to the use of quality materials 
(sandstone of the Vosges, refractory brick, thicker sheets, 
insulation out of norms ...)



A TEAM WORK

MÉRAND
Machines & Automatic 
breadlines for any kind 
of bread.

MAÉ
Baking & freezing trays such 
as Silicon moulds, Baguette 
filets, Fibermaé, Trolleys, 
Grids. 

HENGEL
Deep-freezing, blast chilling, 
cold storage and retarder 
prover equipment

YOU
Your project,
Your needs,
Your constraints.

GUYON
Bakery & Pastry ovens: deck 
ovens, fixed rack ovens, rotary 
rack ovens, convection ovens.

HUBERT CLOIX
Pastocookers, ice-cream 
maker and multi-function 
machines.



MÉRAND HUBERT CLOIX

TRADE
Manufacturer of dough processing equipment for any kind of 
bread.

TARGET
Craft bakeries, bakery franchise chains, supermarkets, industrial 
bakeries.  

SOME NUMBERS
Year Established: 1954
Staff numbers: 30
Export: more than 60 countries

SPECIAL SIGN
With more than 60 years of experience, MERAND offers optimal 
equipment solutions adapted to the bakers’ needs all over the 
world. Innovation at the service of bakeries and in respect of 
Bakery Tradition.  

TRADE
Manufacturer of agro-food machines since 1973. Pastocookers, ice 
cream makers, and multifonction pastry and catering machines.

TARGET
Craft and industrial pastry, chocolate factory and artisanal ice cream 
makers.

SOME NUMBERS
Year Established: 1973
Staff numbers: 11
Export: more than 15 countries
 
SPECIAL SIGN
Adaptability of our proposed machines



MAÉ HENGEL

TRADE
French designer, innovator and manufacturer for more than 30 
years developing premium equipment of deep-freezing, blast 
chilling, storage (negative and positive) and  retarder proving. 

TARGET
Craft and artisanal food, the super and hypermarket chains, and the 
industries.

SOME NUMBERS
Year Established: 1983
Staff numbers: 30
Export: more than 30 countries

 
SPECIAL SIGN
Standard or customized equipment suitable for all production 
volume.

TRADE
Baking & freezing trays for intensive use - Silicon moulds (Silmaé), 
baguette filets, silicone fiberglass molds (Fibermaé), baking 
trolleys, stainless steel grids, aluminium trays, standard and 
customized .

TARGET
Food industrial manufacturers, chain stores, catering, supermarkets, 
HORECA, Craft pastry & bakeries.

SOME NUMBERS
Year Established: 1994
Staff numbers: 30
Export: more than 50 countries
 
SPECIAL SIGN
Maé has developed close partnership with all major French man-
ufacturers of Bread, Pastry, Confectionery and food. 



CONTACTSGUYON

Z.I de la Turbanière Brécé BP 93329
35533 Noyal Sur Vilaine  FRANCE
 +33 (0)2 99 04 15 30
 salesdpt@merand.fr 
 www.merand.fr

ZA Les Berges du Rhins 
42120 Parigny - FRANCE
+33 (0)4 77 23 40 00
 infos@hengel.com 

 www.hengel.com

1652 avenue de Genève
74140 Sciez - FRANCE
+33 (0)4 50 72 76 55
info@guyon.fr 
www.guyon.fr

ZA du Conneuil  
20, avenue Léonard de Vinci 
37270 Montlouis-Sur-Loire  FRANCE 
+33 (0)2 47 67 90 32 
 info@mae-innovation.com
 www.mae-innovation.com

TRADE
Manufacturer of ovens for bakeries, pastry shops, restaurants and 
pizzerias, catering since 1864.

TARGET
Artisans, super and hypermarkets, industrial bakeries, pastry and 
cookies, miscellaneous cooking devices.

SOME NUMBERS
Year Established: 1864 - More than 150 years!
Staff numbers: 40
Export: more than 80 countries

SPECIAL SIGN
Manufactured 100% in France, reliability, energy saving and 
accurate production cooking system.

15 Bis, avenue de l’Alma 
94210 St Maur des Fossés FRANCE
+33 (0)1 48 85 71 46 
contact@hubertcloix.com 
www.hubertcloix.com


